Some of the cochlear nuclei in the auditory pathway are specialized for the sound localization. They compute the interaural time difference. The difference in sound timing is transduced by the dedicated neuronal circuit into a labeled line difference. The detector neurons along the delay line fire only when synaptic inputs reflecting signals from both ears arrive within a short time window. It was therefore called coincidence detection. We show, (1) what are the limits of coincidence detection in the leaky integrator model, which is a linear system, (2) how should the ideal coincidence detector based on the Hodkin-Huxley equations from real neurons look like, (3) what are the properties and physical limits in the real coincidence detection system. The conclusion is that the neuron with the HodgkinHuxley dynamics has a fixed precision for the coincidence detection. The limits of the sound localization precision are set by the frequency of the sound and, therefore, by the vector strength of spike trains generated in the neuronal circuit in response to the sound.
Introduction
We focus here on the fastest coincidence detection (CD) in the brain, on the CD serving sound localization. In the auditory pathway, this CD is uniquely performed by the nucleus magnocellularis in birds and the medial superior olive in mammals. The difference in sound timing is represented first as the difference in timing of action potentials (APs), as all the auditory information is relayed through the spiral ganglion, the first nucleus in the auditory pathway. This timing difference is then transduced by the CD circuit into a labeled line difference. Several neuronal mechanisms were proposed to explain the biophysical substrate of CD (Gerstner et al., 1996; Kempter et al., 1998; Agmon-Snir et al., 1998) . However, some of these theories were criticized based on supplementary physiological experiments or on some additional assumptions to the mathematical models. During the description of our models, we will briefly mention some of the issues of confrontation and consider them in more detail in Section 5.
Let us introduce some concepts used throughout this paper. Vector strength is a measure of phase locking of output-time events (spikes) to a periodic input. For n time events, which occur at phase shifts from the input, 1, …, n, the vector strength r(1/n)(( cos i ) 2 +( sin i ) 2 ). By definition, it lies within the range from 0 to 1, r (0, 1). Alternative definitions are in Kempter et al. (1998) and in Goldberg and Brown (1969) , who introduced this measure. In their words, ''A value of 1 implies perfect phase synchrony; a value of 0, given certain restrictions, implies a random relation between stimulus and response''.
The input current I to our models consists of unitary pulse-like events (mimicking unitary synaptic currents). All synaptic input functions, m (shown below, m {h(t), i(t), k(t), l(t), q(t)}), start at time t= 0 and h, i, k\ 0. Of course, in the next calculations they are translated in time,
where h and k (which scales with G syn ) are parameters of the h-function. G syn is the synaptic conductance. The current I is then used as the input to the model equations below. The l-function can be used as a synaptic input (Dirac delta function, IG syn l(t), − + l(t)dt =1); a rectangular pulse with the duration k, I k(t); k(t) G syn , for t [0,k],k(t) 0 otherwise; the ramp function, I i(t); i(t) 0, for t ( −, 0],i(t) it, for t[0,1/i], it 1, for t [1/i, + ); the Heaviside step function, where I G syn q(t);q(t) 0, for t B0, q(t) 1, for t ] 0. Ion channel activation curves use the Boltzmann sigmoideal function
, where V j,1/2 is a half activation voltage for the ion j and V j,K is the slope constant of this curve. Finally, all neuronal models used here are dynamical differential equations of equivalent electrical circuits; therefore, we denote input I, output V (voltage), and dV/dt as V : .
Results
We ask a phenomenological, or a teleological, question first that how should the ideal neuron acting as coincidence detector look. One neuron in the circuit for CD has to get input from both sides. It should output the AP if and only if the time delay, Dt, of the two inputs from the two sides is shorter than the CD time threshold, Dt th . The neuron should be silent when the input from only one side is present. Therefore, input from only one side should be subthreshold, with respect to the V th , voltage threshold. Denoting the voltage reached by synaptic input, I 1 from one side V(I 1 ), it has to be V(I 1 ) B V th . We assume that inputs from both sides contribute the same amount of excitation, only shifted in time, I 2 (t)= I 1 (t+Dt). Output of sum of these inputs for Dt B Dt th should exceed the threshold, V(I 1 + I 2 )\ V th . Now, let us move to neuronal models. We turn to the simplest possible model of a spiking cell. In its vanilla flavored version, it is known as the Leaky Integrator model or the Leaky Integrate and fire model (LI model) and consists of a capacitance C and a resistance R in parallel and a voltage threshold V th . V follows I with~=RC. Once V th is reached , an output spike is generated and the membrane potential is reset. LI model is,
where parameters are,~the time constant and C the capacitance. I and V are as above. The AP is generated when V reaches the threshold, V th . With the exception of the threshold reset, this system is linear. Spike generation when V reaches the threshold, V th , adds a nonlinearity to this system. This system can detect the coincidence of the arrival of two synaptic inputs, m delayed by Dt, I 1 m(t− T 1 ), and I 2 m(t− T 1 + Dt), in the following way. One input pulse causes the voltage V(I 1 )B V th , while two adjacent input pulses cause the voltage peak max V(I 1 + I 2 )] V th , for Dt 5 Dt th . For Dt \Dt th , i.e. if the time between pulses is larger than the delay threshold, there will be no spike, i.e. it must be V(I 1 + I 2 )B V th . The subthreshold impulse response (I 1 l(t)) of this system is V(I 1 )= q(t)C − 1 exp(− t/~). Thus, the voltage peak max V(I 1 )= 1/C. The peak response to two impulses with delay Dt as a function of Dt is,
In the linear system, V(I 1 +I 2 ) =V(I 1 ) +V(I 2 ), and we can use dimensionless voltage and capacitance and normalize max V, i.e. set max V(0) =1 using C= 2. The dependence of max V on Dt is plotted in Fig. 1 . The coincidence detection of delayed pulses with non-zero duration will be similar because of the linearity of the LI system. For the input I 1 h(t) consisting of an h-function (using convolution, or the Green function), we obtain an analytical solution of Eq. (1),
where n 1/~−h " 0, t ] 0, and k can be normalized together with the G syn and C. The maximum response to two h-functions delayed by Dt as a function of Dt analogical to Eq. (2) is plotted in Fig. 1 .
The plot in Fig. 1 confirms that the single leaky integrator does not possess the ability to detect time intervals shorter than its time constant, herẽ =2 ms. On the other hand, neuronal models with the Hodgkin-Huxley equations (HH) have a different voltage response to various input current shapes, m[h, i, k, l, q}. A spike is initiated more easily by pulse input, k(t), compared with a ramp, i(t), with a slow onset (small i). For the LI system, some of these inputs can be indistinguishable when looking at max V (compare crosses and dots in Fig. 1 ). Moreover, the HH system possesses several time constants. The response (and response time constant) of a whole system can be much faster compared with the LI system. Thus, a HH system can detect faster inputs and, therefore, Fig. 1 . LI response to two inputs delayed in time by Dt. This is the dependence of maximal voltage reached by the LI model in response to two synaptic-like events, I 1 and I 2 . The input events are l-functions, dots, and h-functions, crosses. In the first curve is plotted Eq. (2), the second curve is a numerical solution of Eq. (1), as illustrated by Eq. (3). V is normalized to get max V= 1 for minimal Dt=0,~= 2 ms, in the Eq. (1), and h= 3 ms − 1 , from Reyes et al. (1996) . Note that the position of maximal slope in this curve is comparable with the time constant.
Fig. 2. Responses of LI and HH systems to two h inputs delayed by Dt
These are the maximal responses of the LI and HH systems to two h-function inputs delayed in time by Dt. The LI curve is the same as that made by the crosses in Fig. 1 . The maximal voltage response of the HH system which in fact is an AP measured in mV is normalized as the max V in LI. Note the different spans of the two semilogarithmic axes in Figs. 1 and 2. The LI system cannot distinguish coincidences below 1 ms and the HH system, those below 20 ms. Since all real neurons in CD nuclei are equipped with a particular set of ion channels, this result in the HH system is not dependent on the input frequency.
shorter Dt compared with a leaky integrator. A HH system consists of one principal and several auxiliary equations.
where V, C, I are as in Eq. (1); G Na , G K and G L are maximal sodium, Na + , potassium, K + and 'leakage' L, ion channel conductances. G Na , G K are conductance terms which contain activation and inactivation variables from the auxiliary set of equations (with the left side j( ; − ). V Na , V K and V L are the corresponding reversal potentials. The set is complete with parameterization by the sigmoideal Boltzmann curves, B S . For details and parameters, see Section 3. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of max V on Dt for both the LI and the HH models. max V in the HH system drops at much smaller values of Dt and the curve is much steeper, and, from the numerical point of view, it is practically a rectangular drop. What is special in the HH equations that they perform better? In the next section, you can see that the reasons are neither merely faster time constants, nor voltage-dependent time constants nor the presence of some unique ion channels. We demonstrate here that the reason is the nonlinearity of these equations, and, more specifically, the balance of sodium and potassium currents in detection of specific synaptic input.
Finally, when the HH equations have the potential of distinguishing much smaller time delay compared with the LI system, where are the performance limits of the sound localization circuit as a whole? Of course, the transmission of the real signal is compromised by noise. There is another property of the CD circuit which sets the physical limits for CD by spikes. The phase locking of spikes to the phase of sound decreases with increasing frequency everywhere in the auditory pathway. This happens because the sound-tospike transducer, the organ of Corti, and all sub-sequent neuronal relays, generate spikes with non-zero duration (real spikes last more than 1 ms). The degree of phase locking is captured by vector strength, r. When moving from the ideal CD to a real coincidence detector circuit, we have to include this imperfect phase locking and the noise in the system.
It is intuitively clear that measuring the phase locking of sound waves by spikes 1 ms wide starts to be compromised when the duration of one sound cycle is comparable with the time delay, i.e. at around f S =1 kHz. Indeed, maximal vector strength, r, is inversely proportional to the main sound frequency, f S , as confirmed in experiment in hen, barn owl and dog (Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Konishi, 1990; Reyes et al., 1996) . For experimental data, see fig. 6A in Reyes et al. (1996) . All experimental data showing the inverse proportion lie in the region given by r5~f S − 1 , where~= 1 ms, therefore, f S is in kHz. This shows physical limits for the best vector strength r attained by the neuronal-spike relaying system in given sound frequencies, f S .
The goal of the CD circuit is to extract signal with the shortest Dt at corresponding neurons. Teleologically, the higher the main frequency, f S , the broader the band of environmentally important sounds which can be used by the CD circuit. However, the higher f S , the lower is vector strength r. Therefore, the mean firing rate of CD neurons decreases with decreasing r. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 3 , for three values of r= 0.9, 0.5 and 0.17, which correspond to frequencies f S = 1.1, 2 and 6 kHz. Since the Dt varies with the sound frequency f S , the cell firing frequency, f F is plotted against the phase shift, . Even at the out-of-phase inputs, the cells have spontaneous or background firing activity, f min . Fig. 3 . Firing in response to input phase shifted by . In order to compare CD performance in various sound frequencies, the delay is measured as phase shift instead of time delay Dt. Neurons fire at some spontaneous background rate (even in response to inputs quite out of phase). Their maximal response, however, is higher under the higher vector strengths r. These r corresponds to frequencies, f S = 1.1, 2 and 6 kHz. For experimental data, see fig. 8B in Reyes et al. (1996) . Fig. 4 . Probability of the response of single CD unit. Because the single unit firing rate is bandlimited, it cannot transmit higher frequencies and, therefore, skips several sound cycles in a probabilistic manner. Here, the sound frequencies, f S , are assigned to vector strengths, r. Firing frequencies, f F , are recalculated with respect to r as well. When the decision time is limited as the firing probability decreases, population coding should, therefore, enhance the CD of the whole neuronal nuclei (an interesting exercise for the learned reader could be to recalculate these curves from back to Dt for some particular f S and r and compare it to Fig. 2 ). Note the difference in Fig. 3 . Here, the y-axis is logarithmic and the x-axis span is from 0 to p.
Last, but not unimportant, is the band limit for single cell firing which is again set by the spike duration, 1 ms. Each individual cell for higher f S skips in its response one or more sound cycles so that the maximal firing frequency f F reaches only f max , a fraction of 1 kHz. Once we have defined f min and f max , a best response for Dt =0, or = 0 will depend on r, with some constant k, f F =kr f max . A linear correction for the spontaneous activity and for all gives, f F =kr( f max −f min )cos + f min . While maintaining the response comparable with Fig. 3 , the ratio of f F /f S is shown in Fig. 4 , this time in a semilogarithmic plot. The ratio is a probability that the cell will respond at one sound cycle. Confronted with the fact that CD cells do not adapt, this shows a good prediction and approximation of the performance of these cells known from experiment. Compare this Fig. 4 with Figs. 1 and 2 , where the response of a point model is plotted against some ideal time delay. This leads us to the resume of this section:
The single cell firing driven by the HH equations is capable of coincidence detection in the ms range. The whole CD circuit has then the performance given by its physical limits.
Numerical example
To demonstrate that our results are not dependent on some obscure detail in the parameters of the HH equations, we present two numerical examples with quite distinct sets of parameters for point models, describing the firing in cochlear nuclei.
The first set is a special two-dimensional case of the HH equations, the Morris-Lecar model (ML; Morris and Lecar, 1981; Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998) . This model was designed as the simplest possible HH-type model reflecting the values of experimental quantities directly in its parameters. We use here a remake of this model by Agmon-Snir et al. (1998) based on experimental data from chicken-brain slices by Reyes et al. (1994 Reyes et al. ( , 1996 . The complete set consists of, 1. One principal and one auxiliary equations.
2. The two steady-state particle equations are,
3. Time constant in the auxiliary equation,
, where w is the potassium activation variable, m is the sodium activation variable. Values of parameters are, C= 14.7 pF, V Na =20 mV,
The rest of parameters are in Table 1 . The second example is the HH system with voltage-independent time constants. The model was designed as an example of the HH equations without any adaptive current (Maršálek, 1999) .
where, the second equation represents the system of four auxiliary equations for activation and inactivation of voltage-sensitive ion channels. Activation (m) and inactivation (h) variables are for both Na + and K + ions. They are denoted j= m Na , h Na , m K , h K , respectively. Their time constants are~j and steady state voltage dependence, j is given by the sigmoideal Boltzmann curves, B S . V Na = 50 mV, V K = -95 mV, V L = -66 mV; G L = 1 nS, C= 2 pF and the rest of the parameters are in Table 1 .
These two systems differ in the number of variables, the ML system has voltage-dependent time constants, while the HH system has voltageindependent time constants, and, finally, their corresponding biophysical parameters differ. Yet, when using two h-function inputs (h= 3 ms − 1 ; Reyes et al., 1994) , such that V(I 1 ) is suprathreshold and V(I 1 + I 2 ) is subthreshold and numerically integrating by a small enough fixed time step (2.5 ms), the performance of both systems is similar and gives resulting curves similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. 
Conclusion
Because the leaky integrator is a linear system, the best value of V th for CD is given almost by definition (moreover, the Dt range is comparable with the time constant~and the V range is set by the linearity of the system). The experimentally measured accuracy of CD is much higher than these ranges derived in the LI system. This states a paradox in understanding the CD mechanisms. We propose an answer to this paradox, based on the observation, that, around the V th , the HH equations evolve very fast, almost in all all-or-none response. This property of the HH systems and their special case, the ML equations, makes the time window for CD in HH equations much narrower than in the LI model. Physical limits for CD in the CD circuit, which blur the accuracy of the HH equations, are set by the rising frequency of sound and non-zero AP duration. Kempter et al. (1998) have shown several properties of the LI model, which are necessary for CD. They show that, in the LI model, there is a value of threshold V th , which is optimal for CD. These authors (Gerstner et al., 1996; Kempter et al., 1998) base their theory on the LI model. It sounds like contradiction when we claim that the LI system is less accurate in CD than the HH system. We are going to explain here how we are using their results. In Gerstner et al. (1996) , they use a value of effective time constant,~=100 ms and they arrive to the accuracy 25 ms. These values are quite adequate to what we have shown in the linear LI system. When fitting the data from real cochlear neurons to LI model, their time constants are at least 10 times higher. Therefore, their term 'effective' time constant reflects rather the active, or HH-like, property of these neurons. In our onepoint models, a passive~is equal to C/G L . In the ML model, a value of C =14.7 pF was taken from measurement of Reyes et al. (1994) , and other parameters were fitted to their data as well (Rinzel J., personal communication) . In the HH model, a value of C=2 pF was chosen in accordance with one-point model design (Maršálek, 1999) . In both ML and HH models, a passive~is equal to 2 ms. All the details of fitting procedures are available on request. Agmon-Snir et al. (1998 ), Softky (1994 report that dendrites can enhance the tuning of the system. Let us look at the structure of neuronal-delay-line fiber wiring in the CD circuit. Due to the symmetry, it does not matter whether the signals are transmitted by axonal branching first and then directly to neurons with short or none dendrites, or whether single axonal ending is attached to the dendrite with a specific morphology. Some animals even do not have dendrites in their CD circuit (Konishi M., personal communication) .
Discussion
Our estimate of the CD precision corresponds well to a common observation in nervous systems finding that, usually, the performance of single neuron is comparable with the behavioral performance of the whole animal. Once the probability of cell firing during one sound cycle drops, parallel processing by several neurons at the same time is a necessity. Therefore, the time delay is coded by a population of cells. The size of such a population is specific in different animals. The convergence and divergence from nucleus magnocellularis to nucleus laminaris can be quite specific, since Reyes et al. (1996) theoretically show in their simulation that the smaller the number of inputs (one from one side and one from another being the best) the better the overall performance of the whole CD circuit.
Another clue used by animals for the lateral sound localization is an interaural difference of sound loudness. Furthermore, sounds with a higher pitch are gradually coded by tonotopically organized labeled lines rather than by APs phase locked to the sound. This shows the importance of the coexistence of the two neuronal coding paradigms -both frequency (phase locked) code and tonotopic (labeled line) code are used throughout the auditory system. Without the spike train, which is phase locked to the auditory stimulus, the sound localization by coincidence detection in the auditory brainstem would not be possible.
